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PATIENTS & METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Patient Reported Outcome Measurements (PROMs)
E-Res Salud had several steps before its implementation: 1)
integration in clinical haematology care is based on the
To identify the processes in the Department of
assumption that the patient-doctor relationship is crucial in
Hematology; 2) To decide which PROMs tools were going
providing patient-centred care and better monitoring the
to be integrated in the daily hematological clinical care
symptom burden caused by the disease or treatment.
and the time frame to the PROMs assessments along the
PROMs can help in the identification of symptom burden,
entire patient’s journey; 3) To integrate the PROMs in the
inform the decision-making process and leading to
hospital patient portal as an electronic PROM (ePROMs); 4)
initiation of supportive care. E-Res Salud is a program of
Data collection and analysis. Three processes were
healthcare outcome measures implemented at 4 public
identified (lymphoma, CLL and multiple myeloma) due to
hospitals managed by Quironsalud in Madrid: Fundacion
the heterogeneity of patients’ symptoms and treatment
Jimenez Diaz University Hospital, Infanta Elena University
related adverse events. After reviewing the literature, and
Hospital, Rey Juan Carlos University Hospital and Hospital
in the absence of ICHOM standard, the selected PROMs
General Villalba (Figure 1). The aim of this project is to
tools were EUROQoL-5D, HM-PRO and PRO-CTCAE. These
analyse
PROMs and PREMs in patients with hematological
PROMs were going to be cumplimented before the start of
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malignancies such as lymphoma, chronic lymphocytic
any kind of therapy, at 3 and 6 months, to monitor onset of
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adverse events and impact in patient’s quality of life
(Figure 2). In case of older adults with cancer, also to
assess frailty.
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included a total of 199 patients. Of them, 173 patients (86.93%)
were active users
of the patient portal. We have sent 475
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or with high intensity. A total of 121 items
were selected by patients, with a median number of items per
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patient of 3 (range
1-12). The most items selected came from
para pacientes, para clínicos y para la
HM-PRO with 73 organización
symtomps vs 48 in the PRO-CTCAE
questionnaire.
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Figure 1. Public Hospitals Network Quironsalud Madrid.
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Figure 2. Patient journey through “E-Res Salud” Hematology.

CONCLUSIONS
To date in our kowledge, E-Res Salud is the first PROM-based health outcome measure program in patients with hematological
malignancies, identifiying a group of patients suffering from severe symptoms which may require an urgent health care. HM-PRO and
PRO-CTCAE are valid tools to monitor symptoms and quality of life in patients with lymphoma and myeloma and can be used as PROMs
in future programs.

